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Pre-K & Kindergarten 

 Lucas Escudero! (Pre-K) Lucas is a special little boy who brightens up the class when he comes in. He started school 

when he was three and he has learned his alphabet and tell how to write his name count and learn how to be a great 

friend. So proud of his accomplishments Great Job Lucas!!! ~T. Collums  

 Zoey Miller! (Kinder) Zoey is an excellent example to her classmates! She always has a positive attitude and comes to 

school ready to learn. ~B. Capo  

 Jade Serna Ruiz! (Kinder) Jade has worked hard all year and has made great strides!! I am so proud of her! ~B. Capo 

 Sebastian Lopez Munoz! (Kinder) Sebastian is a hard worker who is always smiling and happy. He is a wonderful helper 

and an exemplary student! ~B. Capo  

First Grade 

 Marlen Guerrero! Marlen is a wonderful student in Art class! She is always respectful and kind to her classmates and a 

fantastic helper when it comes to cleaning up time. I love having you in my class, Marlen! ~A. Caron  

 Jacob Benitez! Jacob has been working so hard this school year. He has grown reading and writing. Great Job! I am so 

proud of you! ~L. Medina 

 Jael Perez! Jael has been very polite and helpful to me in the classroom. He makes sure chairs are pushed in and the 

area is clean. Thank you for being such a great helper. ~D. Slocumb   

 Melinda Bonilla! Melinda has shown so much growth in math class this year! I am very proud of her. Way to go Melinda! 

~N. Weibel  
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 Justin Santos Alvarez! Justin has been working hard in addition, in math class and his hard work is paying off! Great 

job Justin! ~N. Weibel 

 Justin Alvarez! Justin is a great student! He loves to help and is always so sweet. He has worked hard and improved so 

much in math this year. I am very proud of him! ~C. Kunkel   

 Santiago Alvarez! Santiago is such a caring student. He is always taking care of his peers and teacher to make sure 

they are feeling good. He makes sure to put a smile on my face each and every day. ~D. Slocumb 

Second Grade 

 Carlos Hernandez! Carlos has worked so hard on his math fluency and has accomplished 100% fluency on his math 

facts. I am so proud of his hard work and dedication. Keep up the hard work Carlos. ~D. Hubbard 

 Jazmelyn Ramos Moctezuma! Jazmelyn continues to work very hard in class and is so eager to learn. She continues to 

learn every day and focuses on meeting her end of the year goal. I am so proud of her hard work and dedication. Keep 

up the great work Jazmelyn. ~D. Hubbard  

 Mildred Lopez! Mildred is a great example for her classmates when following CHAMPS expectations in class. She is 

always willing to help her teachers and classmates. Mildred works hard in class and is always ready to learn. Keep up 

the great work Mildred. ~D. Hubbard  

 Avalyn Penry! Avalyn is an amazing student. She is a hard worker and a great helper. She shows her fellow students 

what it means to be a great role model. I love having her as my student. ~H. Blalack  

 Keylinn Giron! Keylinn likes to help other students in the classroom. ~J. Martinez 

 Allyson Zavala! Allyson is a very dedicated student. ~J. Martinez 

 Nayely Salazar! Nayely is a very enthusiastic student, she likes reading and writing! ~J. Martinez 
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 Aaron Peralta! Aaron is a star student for helping another student pick up supplies they spilled, and for always working 

hard to improve his artwork! He helps inspire other students when they get stuck in the creative process, and he is 

always very encouraging. ~L. Penry 

 Miguel Segueri! Miguel is improving his reading fluency and comprehension. ~J. Martinez  

 Westyn Cochran! Westyn is an amazing student and friend to all! He is a ray of sunshine at Southside! ~S. Grubbs  

 John Flores! John is developing his reading fluency and comprehension. ~J. Martinez  

 Melanie Bustos-Maldonado! Melanie has been working hard and improving so much with her math skills. She is a hard 

worker and a great helper. ~C. Kunkel   

Third Grade 

 Kris Chagala! Kris is always ready to start his assignment and loves to read. He is a great student! ~D. Rivera 

 Kris Chagala! Kris is a star student for always helping peers understand the process to a concept. ~R. Perez   

 Grecia Contreras! Grecia did a great job on the Multicultural Night, even though she was afraid to perform on the 

stage, she did great.  ~D. Rivera  

 Jonathan Collazo! Jonathan is a star student for being a good friend and welcoming a new friend into our class and 

helping him with the technology! ~D. Rivera  

 Johnathan Collazo! Jonathan is a star student for always helping out on Fridays to get class ready for dismissal and 

helping his peers understand a concept. ~R. Perez  

 Alexa Palacios! Alexa is always smiling and she is so kind with everybody. ~D. Rivera 

 Alexa Palacios! Alexa is a star student for always making sure her math partners understand concepts. ~R. Perez 
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 Sunshine Serrano! Sunshine always has a smile on her face. She follows all the classroom rules. She always completes 

her work and she gives me her very best in class each day. She is truly a STAR! ~K. Dalton 

 Hashlyn Castillo-Benegas! Hashlyn is going above and beyond with her STAAR preparations. She is ready to ace the 

STAAR! ~B. Enloe  

 Andrew Breneck! Andrew is such a kind and helpful student. He always does more than he is asked and is willing to 

help. Andrew is a wonderful student. ~L. Penry 

 Eunice Henriquez! Eunice is a star student for being persistent until she masters a concept. ~R. Perez  

 Logan Schulz! Logan is an amazing model student, who is always respectful and quick to follow our CHAMPS 

expectations in all school environments. He is helpful, kind and a hard worker. ~K. Ahysen   

 Joselin Rios! Joselin! Joselin is a star student for always having a positive attitude when trying new things and helping 

her classmates succeed. ~J. Miller 

 Maria Fernanda Jimenez! Congratulations for completing your activities on time, always having a good attitude and 

being so noble with your classmates. You really are a STAR STUDENT! ~N. Guevara 

 Leonardo Martinez! Leonardo is a star student for always trying his best no matter how hard the challenge is. Keep up 

the great work. ~J. Miller 

 Nevaeh Reyes! Nevaeh has worked very hard this year and made great gains in Math! Keep up the great work! ~S. 

Grubbs   

 Arian Ruiz! Arian has transitioned well to his new schedule. He has responded well to positive reinforcement. He is 

making good choices. ~C. Shepherd  

 Kenya Lara-Carranza! Kenya works very hard and always gives her best. She is so sweet and a great friend to others. 

~C. Kunkel  
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Fourth Grade 

 Luis Vazquez! I can always count on Luis to be respectful and helpful in Art class. Every Tuesday, after his class is 

dismissed, he stays behind and cleans up the whole room without being asked. Thank you for being so helpful, Luis! ~A. 

Caron  

 Raul Oropeza! Raul has shown a lot of growth over this school year. He has been working hard on his behavior and 

following expectations. He has been doing some wonderful work in Art class too! I am so proud of you, Raul! ~A. Caron 

 Destiny Alejo! Destiny has been very focused on her classwork. We are so proud of you for wanting to get better 

grades. ~A. Varela 

 Litza Maldonado! Litza is a star student for making a top grade on all of her CBA’s!! Congratulations! ~D. Odell 

 Ivan Guzman! I can always count on Ivan to focus, have a good attitude and get the job done! ~D. Odell  

 Carmen Serrano! Carmen has been making outstanding choices. I appreciate how kind she is being to her classmates. 

~K. Eakin    

 Joselyn Mendez! Joselyn works very hard and is a great student, she has really improved this year and I have loved 

watching her grow. ~C. Kunkel   

Fifth Grade 

 Isaac Campos! Isaac has excellent critical thinking skills. He is a model student for our classroom. ~C. Celestine 

 Zitlali Garcia-Aguilar! Zitlali is very consistently a Star Student! She always works diligently on any art project and 

she produces some really beautiful work. Great job, Zitlali! ~A. Caron   

 Ezekiel Rodriguez! Ezekiel was on his best behavior in art. He received praise from the art teacher. He made good 

choices in specials. ~C. Shepherd 
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 Benjamin Ramirez! Benjamin is an amazing reader. He always finds the evidence to answer the comprehension 

questions. I am happy to have him in my classroom. ~N. Caraballo  

 Diana Alvarez! Diana is developing comprehension skills and tries her best every day! ~N. Caraballo  

 Keyla Rodriguez-Gonzalez! Keyla is a great student! I have loved watching her grow throughout her years here at SS. 

She has improved in her math skills tremendously and I am very proud of her. ~C. Kunkel  


